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Bay
Body color ranges from a light reddish-brown to very
dark brown with "black points." Points refer to the
mane, tail, and lower legs. The main color variations
are; black bay, mahogany bay, blood bay, light bay, seal
brown or brown.

Brown
Their body color is brown or black with light areas at muzzle, eyes, flank,
and inside upper legs. Mane and tail are black.

Bay Roan
Roan is a color pattern that causes white hairs to be evenly intermixed
within the horse's body color, darker on head - black mane and tail and
black on lower legs. They are distinguishable from grays because roans
typically do not change color in their lifetimes, unlike gray that
gradually gets lighter as a horse ages.

Red Roan
More or less uniform mixture of white with red hairs on
the body, but usually darker on head and lower legs; can
have red, black, or flaxen mane and/or tail. Red roans
are also commonly referred to as a Strawberry Roan.

Blue Roan
More or less a uniform mixture of white with black hairs on the body, but
usually darker on head and lower legs, can have a few red hairs in mixture.

Rabicano: A roan-like effect that creates a mealy, splotchy, or roaning pattern on only part of
the body, usually limited to the underside, flanks, legs, and tail head areas. Unlike a true
roan, much of the body will not have white hairs intermingled with solid ones, nor are the legs
or head significantly darker than the rest of the horse.

Black
Body color true black without light areas; mane and
tail black. There are two types of black, fading black
and non-fading black. Most black horses will fade to a
brownish color if the horse is exposed to sunlight on a
regular basis. Non-fading black is a blue-black shade
that does not fade in the sun.

Gray
Body color a mixture of white with any other colored
hairs; often born solid-colored or almost solid-colored
and gets lighter with age as more white hairs appear.
Varying coat colors are often referred to as dapple, gray,
flea bitten gray, rose gray or steel gray.

Grullo
Body color smoky or mouse-colored (not a mixture of black and white
hairs, but each hair mouse-colored). Mane and tail black, usually black
on the lower legs, often has dorsal stripe.

Brindle
One of the rarest colors in horses, characteristics
are any color with "zebra-like" stripes, but most
common is a brown horse with faint yellowish
markings.

Buckskin
Body color yellowish, buttermilk or gold, usually black points
(mane, tail, legs).

Sorrel
Body color reddish or copper-red, mane and tail
usually same color as body, but may be flaxen.

Chestnut
Body color dark red or
brownish-red (liver chestnut)
Mane and tail usually dark
red or brownish-red but may
be flaxen.

Dun
Body color yellowish or gold with primitive
markings sometimes called dun factors. Mane
and tail may be black, brown, red, yellow, white
or mixed. Often has dorsal stripe, zebra stripes
on legs, transverse over withers.

Red Dun
A form of dun with body color yellowish or flesh colored. Mane, tail and dorsal
stripe are red.

Palomino
Often referred to as being a color of a newly minted
gold coin Palominos range in shades from extremely
light, almost cremello, to deep chocolate, but always
with a white or flaxen mane and tail.

Perlino
Light (or pink) skin over the body, white or cream-colored hair and blue eyes.
Mane, tail and lower legs slightly darker than body color.

Champagne
Metallic gold coat color with mottled skin and light colored eyes.
Champagne horses are often confused with palomino, cremello, dun, or
buckskins.

Cremello
Light (or pink) skin over the body, white or cream-colored hair and blue eyes.

White
One of the rarest colors, a white horse has white hair and fully or largely
un-pigmented (pink) skin. These horses are born white, with blue or
brown eyes, and remain white for life.

BREED COLORS

Paint
Each Paint Horse has a particular combination of white and any color
of the equine spectrum; black, bay, brown, roan, buckskin, dun, gray,
grullo, perlino, smoky cream, chestnut, cremello, palomino, red dun,
sorrel, or champagne.
Markings can be any shape or size, and located virtually anywhere on
the Paint's body. Although Paints come in a variety of colors with
different markings, there are only three specific coat patterns; overo,
tobiano and tovero.
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Pinto

A Pinto horse has a coat color that consists of large patches of white
and any other color. Many breeds of horses carry pinto patterns.

(3) Color Patterns

Piebald: Any pinto pattern on a black base coat, thus a black-andwhite spotted horse.

Skewbald: Any pinto pattern on any base coat other than black. As
chestnut and bay are the most common base coat colors, skewbalds
are most often chestnut and white or bay and white.

Tri-colored: a term for horse with three colors (usually bay and
white). It is usually incorporated into the term skewbald.

Related Terms:
Chrome: An informal term of approval used to describe appealing white markings on the
horse.
Solid or Breeding stock: A horse with no spotting pattern, usually referring to the
offspring of spotted parents. Some color registries accept solids as breeding stock, others do
not.

Medicine Hat: An uncommon pattern where the poll and ears are dark, surrounded
completely by white. A true "medicine hat" pinto usually has a predominantly white body,
sometimes with dark coloration by the flanks, chest, and above the eyes.
Shield: A large dark patch covering the chest, surrounded completely by white, usually on a
predominantly white horse. Sometimes associated with Medicine Hat patterning.
Cropout: A horse with spotting who had two apparently solid-colored parents, typically
within a breed whose standard does not allow pinto coloration.

PAINT OR PINTO?
Main article source: American Paint Horse
A Pinto differs from a "Paint" solely by breeding. Horses with pinto coloring and verifiable
pedigrees tracing to Quarter Horses or Thoroughbreds have been named the American Paint
Horse and are recorded in a separate registry, the American Paint Horse Association. While a
pinto may be of any breed or combination of breeds, and some registries for pintos may have
additional restrictions (some do not register draft horses or mules, for example), a horse that is
registered as an American Paint Horse must be the offspring of registered American Quarter
Horse, American Paint Horse, or Thoroughbred bloodlines. Therefore, most Paint horses may
also be registered as Pintos, but not all Pintos are qualified to be registered as Paints.

Zorse
This amazing but natural coat belongs to Eclyse the Zorse. Her
father is a zebra, while her mother is a horse. And she’s walking
proof of how a child inherits genes from both parents. For while
most zebra-horse crossbreeds sport stripes across their entire
body. Eclyse only has two such patches, on its face and rear.
Horses and zebras are often crossbred in Africa and are used as
trekking animals on Mount Kenya. In 1920, the breeding of horses
and zebras was considered a promising hybrid and were called
Zebroids.

Source: http://simplymarvelous.wordpress.com/2007/06/29/a-zorse-by-anyother-name/trackback/

Appaloosa

The Appaloosa is a horse breed known for its
preferred leopard-spotted coat pattern and
other distinctive physical characteristics. The
base color of the Appaloosa horse can include
bay, black, chestnut, palomino, buckskin, or
any of the variations of dun and grullo.
However, it is the unique spotting pattern that most people associate with the Appaloosa horse.
These spotted markings are not the same as the "dapples" sometimes seen in grays and some
other horse colors. Appaloosa markings overlay the base coat color, and have several pattern
variations

(5) Spotting Patterns
1. Blanket – White over the hip that may extend from the tail to the base of the neck. The
spots inside the blanket (if present) are the same color as the horse's base coat.
2. Leopard / Few Spot Leopard – A horse whose Appaloosa white patterning is exhibited
to an extreme with base colored spots of various sizes covering most of its body.
This is a horse whose base color is nearly obscured by its Appaloosa white patterning covering
up to 90% of its body. Horse may exhibit patches of color on the heads, knees, elbows, flanks
(called "varnish marks"). Some may have as few as only one or two spots.
3. Snowflake – A horse with white spots, flecks, on a dark body. Typically the white spots
increase in number and size as the horse ages.
4. Varnish Roan – Dark points (legs and head) and some spots or roaning over a light
body. May occur in conjunction with another spotting style and change with age. Often starts
out as a solid colored horse that gets more white as it ages, but is not a gray.
5. Frost – Similar to varnish but the white hairs are limited to the back, loins, and neck.
May occur in conjunction with another spotting style and change with age. Often starts out as
a solid colored horse that gets more white as it ages.

COLORS

